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I . Congratulatory message to Professor

Doo-Hwan Kim on his 77th anniversary
I have been lucky to have been invited to congratulate Professor Doo-Hwan
Kim on previous occasions and to celebrate our mutual cooperation over the years,
and I am of course very pleased now to congratulate him also with his 77 th
anniversary. I am not sure about Korea, but in Europe "7" is a lucky number,
and "77" therefore obviously a doubly lucky number. In other words, this must
also bode well for our future cooperation!
Knowing Professor Doo-Hwan Kim through my own previous position in an
air and space law-learning institution and through his personal key role in the
Korean Association of Air and Space Law, the Asian Institute of Air and Space
Law and the Korea Aerospace University, and thinking about a suitable topic for
a congratulatory article for the present occasion, it suddenly struck me that Professor
Kim's specialty-air law-and my own specialty-space law-in all of the above were
combined as if nothing came more naturally. At the same time my new position,
in an institution of higher education combining space law with telecommunications
law, made me realise that this combination of air and space law which also brought
Professor Kim and myself in repeated contact was perhaps not that obvious or
logical, or perhaps is not that obvious or logical anymore.
This contribution therefore represents an effort to analyse the why's and why-nots
of combining space law with air law, respectively telecommunications law. And
as I will come to the conclusion that the combination of air law and space law
is not all that self-evident anymore, to me this simply means that "7" is indeed
a lucky number, and that my contacts with Professor Kim, through a welding of
air and space law on many occasions, was a stroke of luck more than a preordained

meeting of air and space law minds. No better way to reinforce this luck than
by congratulating Professor Kim with his "77"!
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n. Teaching space law: the beginnings
The discipline of space law may to a certain extent be said to have been
inaugurated at the launch of Sputnik in October 1957-if law is supposed to regulate
human affairs, this was the moment to start worrying about whether human
interventions in outer space would require a specific regime as different from the
general public international law principles which had always been considered to
apply to human activities anywhere, so also in outer space.!)
Technically and operationally, from the very beginning man's venture into outer
space has been considered to be essentially an extension of his adventures in the
atmosphere-as aviation, only up to higher altitudes. Military space capabilities were
developed flfSt and foremost by the national air force establishments, governmental
civil space departments split off from aviation or general transportation departments,
aviation industry branched out into the burgeoning space industry (all in the service
of governments, for the first several decades), and astronauts and cosmonauts came
from the ranks of test pilots and aeronautical engineers. Hybrid programmes such
as the-so far stillborn-aerospace plane served to highlight such logic in moving
from the airspaces of this world to outer space.
Only, as it turned out rather soon, the overarching legal regime for both types
of activities was fundamentally different. All of air law developed on the basis
of complete sovereignty of a state over its airspace, a rule first codified globally
as early as 19192) and further enshrined in the 1944 Chicago Convention3) still
1) Immediately, discussion started at earnest within the United Nations on the existence and scope of
legal rules applicable to space activities, and a little over a year after Sputnik, an ad hoc
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was established to further tackle those issues; see
Question of the peaceful use of outer space, UNGA Res. 1348 (XIII), of 13 December 1958;
Resolutions adopted on the reports of the First Committee, General Assembly-Thirteenth Session, at
5.
2) See Art. 1, Convention Relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation, Paris, done 13 October
1919, entered into force 11 July 1922; 11 LNTS 173; UKTS 1922 No.2; ATS 1922 No.6.
3) See Art. 1, Convention on International Civil Aviation (hereafter Chicago Convention), Chicago,
done 7 December 1944, entered into force 4 April 1947; 15 UNTS 296; TIAS 1591; Cmd. 6614;
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ruling international civil aviation as of today. By way of absolute contrast, the
legal regime for outer space was soon agreed to rest upon the premise of outer
space being a global commons, a principle in turn enshrined in the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty4), the most fundamental treaty on outer space. In outer space, freedom
of activity for all states of the world was the bottom line, the point of departure
for building the legal framework; a freedom only to be limited essentially by means
of international agreements on such limitations. 5)
Consequently, whereas international air law is very much about harmonising the
national legal regimes applicable to the various sovereign airspaces, in outer space
the baseline is provided by the impossibility for individual states to determine the
legal regime applicable even to one part of outer space at their respective own
volition.Thus, whereas space law developed largely on the international level before
it started to develop on the national leveI6), in air law-beyond the very general
framework offered by the Paris Convention-it was clearly the other way around 7).
Still, many space lawyers (and air lawyers, too) started out by trying to apply
many of the principles, guidelines, rules and regulations one way or the other to
space activities, too. In many cases, they still do; a rather recent example thereof
UKTS 1953 No.8; ATS 1957 No.5; ICAO Doc. 7300.
4) Cf. Art. II, also Art. I, Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (hereafter Outer Space
Treaty), LondonfMoscowjWashington, done 27 January 1967, entered into force 10 October 1967;
610 UNTS 205; TIAS 6347; 18 UST 2410; UKTS 1968 No. 10; Cmnd. 3198; ATS 1967 No. 24;
6 ILM 386 (1967).
5) To be precise, at the individual level national governments could of course, legally as well as in
practice, condition or even prohibit (categories of) space activities undertaken from their respective
territory and/or by their respective nationals.
6) The Outer Space Treaty, the fIrst international treaty on space law, dates back to 1967 when the
only state in the world having a specifIc national space law was the United States, with the
National Aeronautics and Space Act, Public Law 85-568, 85th Congress, H.R. 12575, 29 July
1958; as amended through 1983; 72 Stat. 426; Space Law-Basic Legal Documents, E.rn.l (original
instalment); this Act however was very much limited to creation of a national space agency
NASA, rather than providing a comprehensive and overarching legal framework for space activities.
7) The fIrst true international aviation treaty following the Paris Convention was the Warsaw
Convention (Convention for the UnifIcation of Certain Rules Relating to International
Transportation by Air, Warsaw, done 12 October 1929, entered into force 13 February 1933; 137
LNTS 11; USTS 876; UKTS 1933 No. 11; ATS 1963 No. 18), which, as its title already implies,
is all about harmonising national laws on the issue-that of passenger liability.
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is found in the UNIDROIT efforts to arrive at a protocol on space assets which
is to provide for the application of the Capetown Convention8) to the space industry.
This particular exercise started out essentially taking the aviation protocol9) and
trying to tweak it to application to outer space. This, however, soon ran into major
troubles. For example, while aircraft engines and airport gates are standardised
to such an extent that they usually fit not only on aircraft from different airlines,
but on a whole range of aircraft types as well, satellite station-keeping devices
are often tailor-made for the satellites they serve-and the other way around-and
each launch of a satellite is still far from a routine business. Thus, exercising
security rights against an aircraft engine may be a very interesting mechanism for
the financier of an aircraft whilst the financier of a spacecraft may not have that
much use for a satellite engine or a launch contract left over from a space venture
gone broke.
As a consequence however of the perceived proximity of space activities to
aviation, the major law schools that became interested in teaching space law when
the space age took off were already teaching air law, and logically developed their
space law programmes as an extension of their air law programme. So, the Institute
of Air and Space Law of Cologne University started its existence in 1925 in
Konigsberg as Institute of Air Law and added Space Law to its proper name in
1959. Similarly, the McGill Institute of Air Law, established in 1951 in Montreal
and kicking off right-away with its LLM programme in air law, added space law
in 1957. And finally there was Leiden University, which had established a
professorial chair for air law in 1947, extending its scope to include space law
in 1961 and, when in 1985 establishing an Institute to underpin the chair, created
an International Institute of Air and Space Law. Later institutions established to
deal with space law, such as the Korean Association of Air and Space Law, the
8) Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment, Capetown, done 16 November 2001,
entered into force 1 April 2004; ICAO Doc. 9793.
9) Protocol to the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment on Matters specific to
Aircraft Equipment, Capetown, done 16 November 2001, entered into force 1 April 2004; ICAO
Doc. 9794.
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Asian Institute of Air and Space Law and the Institute of Air and Space Law
at Rovaniemi, Finland, equally combined the subject of space law with that of
air law.
Not surprisingly, however, considering that history and background, space law
always took the backseat. Aviation is a much larger industry than the space
business-in Germany, Canada and the Netherlands alike. Montreal, in addition,
hosts the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)lO), the largest global
organisation in aviation, but nothing comparable to that in the space field. And
whilst the Dutch airlines-KLM in particular-and the major Dutch airport Schiphol
for many decades have been, and still are major players in global aviation, only
in the 90s the first notable space activity of a non-scientific character conducted
properly speaking from the Netherlands came about-New Skies Satellites offering
satellite communications services using, to start with, a number of operational
satellites handed over as a birth present by INTELSAT.l1)
By contrast, while for example the Netherlands mayproduce excellent engineers
and astronomers, at least until recently anything close to a proper space activity
was undertaken within the framework of the European Space Agency (ESA)12),
usually as a minor partner, or otherwise undertaken as part of an international
cooperative venture-with (the) other state(s) in the lead. 13 ) The advent of New Skies
10) ICAO was established by means of Part II, Artt. 43-66, Chicago Convention.
11) INTELSAT was originally established by means of the Agreement Relating to the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT), Washington, done 20 August 1971,
entered into force 12 February 1973; 1220 UNTS 21; TIAS 7532; 23 UST 3813; UKTS 1973
No. 80; Crnnd. 4799; ATS 1973 No.6; 10 ILM 909 (1971) and the Operating Agreement
Relating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT), Washington,
done 20 August 1971, entered into force 12 February 1973; 1220 UNTS 149; TIAS 7532; 23
UST 4091; UKTS 1973 No. 80; Crnnd. 4799; ATS 1973 No.6; 10 ILM 946 (1971). In the 90s,
pressure to privatise its operations first gave rise to New Skies Satellites being spun off, as a
private operator to provide some of the value-added commercial satellite communication services,
then to full-blown privatisation of the organisation itself as per the Agreement Relating to the
International Telecommunications Organization (ITSO), Washington, done 20 August 1971, entered
into force 12 February 1973, as amended 17 November 2000, amended version not yet entered
into force but applied provisionally 18 July 2001; Space Law-Basic Legal Documents, C.V.1.
12) ESA was established by the Convention for the Establishment of a European Space Agency
(hereafter ESA Convention), Paris, done 30 May 1975, entered into force 30 October 1980; 14
ILM 864 (1975); Space Law-Basic Legal Documents, C.Ll.
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Satellites heralded a new era in this respect, but it still remains the largest Dutch
space operatorby a long stretch

~

and governmental missions continue to be

conducted in the context of ESA. Even with the much-publicised trip of Dutch
astronaut Andre Kuipers in 2004 it was conveniently overlooked by the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who not only did the publicity but also largely paid
for the trip, that actually Kuipers was an ESA astronaut on an ESA mission.
Finally, while aviation has since the 60s become increasingly commercialised,
and since the 90s increasingly privatised at least in the most important aviation
states, space has remained so intrinsically linked to military, security-related and
dual-use activities that it is still unthinkable that governments would largely retreat
from the sector-and even more prominently, continue to be directly engaged in
the relevant activities themselves all too often. Whilst air law has, consequently,
to a great extent become private law, even on the international level, space law
has so far remained largely a subsector of public law. Still, for better or worsein
most instances space law was taught essentially as an extension of air law for
its first few decades of existence.

Ill. Teaching space law: broadening the picture
This picture gradually started to changein the 70s and 80s as a consequence
of fundamental changes in the character of space activities. Outer space traditionally
had been the domain of activities either of a scientific or of a military/strategic
nature, including the element of political prestige as a consequence of the Cold
War between the two then-superpowers, the Soviet Union and the United States.
With the exception of a niche area where satellites were used for more mundane
telecommunication purposes, there was no direct practical relevance or revenue
13) Twice, the Dutch government had its own satellites, just needing the help of the United States to
have them launched-ANS and IRAS-but the latter de-orbited as long ago as 1983.
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whatsoever to be found in space and space activities, which in addition proved
tremendously costly and risky at the same time. Only states could be interested,
for the sake of the public good, in investing money in space and space activities
for science or military reasons, and only they could afford it. So costly and risky,
as a matter of fact, were space activities that apart from the superpowers few states
were able (or willing) to bear such costs and risks on their own. Most states either
piggybacked on the broad shoulders of the space powers, or pooled their financial
and technological resources in unique intergovernmental organizations like
INTELSAT, INMARSATI4) and ESA.
The traditional situation was reflected almost one-on-one in the legal area. In
all possible senses of the word, states were both the makers and the breakers of
international space law. The former was not so surprising, since in a sense space
law is but an exotic branch of general public international law. The core of
traditional space law, often referred to as the corpus jurisspatialis, is comprised
of space treaties 15) and Resolutions l6) drafted largely in the course of the 60s,
14) INMARSAT was originally established by the Convention on the International Maritime Satellite
Organization (INMARSAT), London, done 3 September 1976, entered into force 16 July 1979;
1143 UNTS 105; TIAS 9605; 31 UST 1; UKTS 1979 No. 94; Cmnd. 6822; ATS 1979 No. 10;
15 ILM 1052 (1976), and the Operating Agreement on the International Maritime Satellite
Organization (INMARSAT), London, done 3 September 1976, entered into force 16 July 1979;
1143 UNTS 213; TIAS 9605; 31 UST 1; UKTS 1979 No. 94; Cmnd. 6822; ATS 1979 No. 10;
15 ILM 233, 1075 (1976); just like with INTELSAT, the organisation was privatised towards the
90s as per the Convention on the International Mobile Satellite Organization, London, done 3
September 1976, entered into force 16 July 1979, as amended 1998, amended version entered into
force 31 July 2001; ATS 2001 No. 11.
15) Apart from the Outer Space Treaty, this concerned the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts,
the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space,
London/MoscowfWashington, done 22 April 1968, entered into force 3 December 1968; 672
UNTS 119; TIAS 6599; 19 UST 7570; UKTS 1969 No. 56; Cmnd. 3786; ATS 1986 No.8; 7
ILM 151 (1968); the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects
(hereafter Liability Convention), LondonjMoscowfWashington, done 29 March 1972, entered into
force 1 September 1972; 961 UNTS 187; TIAS 7762; 24 UST 2389; UKTS 1974 No. 16; Cmnd.
5068; ATS 1975 No.5; 10 ILM 965 (1971); the Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched into Outer Space, New York, done 14 January 1975, entered into force 15 September
1976; 1023 UNTS 15; TIAS 8480; 28 UST 695; UKTS 1978 No. 70; Cmnd. 6256; ATS 1986
No.5; 14 ILM 43 (1975); and the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon
and Other Celestial Bodies, New York, done 18 December 1979, entered into force 11 July 1984;
1363 UNTS 3; ATS 1986 No. 14; 18 ILM 1434 (1979).
16) In particular, this concerned the Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States
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70s and the first half of the 80s. Even if this occurred in the bosom of the United
Nations, it was states that drafted, then to a large extent agreed, to the texts of
these treatiesand Resolutions, and next each in their sovereignty decided to ratify
or abstain from ratifying them, respectivelyvote for or against them. Nothing new
there.
With regard to breaking international space law, it was on this mirror-side that
space law stood out in particular-also as compared to air law. The rights and
obligations that were codified or developed were almost exclusively directly
addressed at states. Liability, for example, in air law was a matter of private law
liabilities of the operatorsl7), whereas the space law Liability Convention provided
for state liability even in case of completely privately-run space activities 18 ).
Obviously, to begin with the interests and activities largely dealt with by those
rights and obligations were very typical for states. As indicated, scientific and
strategic purposes were key here-although in the latter case the focus was
formulated in a more positive manner, by means of the key concept of 'peaceful
purposes'.
In particular the Outer Space Treaty dealt prominently with such military and
scientific concerns.l 9) Also outside of that core body of international space law,
in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, UNGA Res. 1962(XVIII), of 13 December 1963; UN
Doc. A/AC.I05/572{Rev.I, at 37; the Principles Governing the Use by States of Artificial Earth
Satellites for International Direct Television Broadcasting, UNGA Res. 37/92, of 10 December
1982; UN Doc. AfAC. I05/572/Rev.I, at 39; the Principles Relating to Remote Sensing of the
Earth from Outer Space, UNGA Res. 41/65, of 3 December 1986; UN Doc. AfAC. 105/572{Rev.I,
at 43; 25 ILM 1334 (1986); the Principles Relevant to the Use of Nuclear Power Sources in
Outer Space, UNGA Res. 47/68, of 14 December 1992; UN Doc. AfAC.105/572/Rev.l, at 47;
and the Declaration on International Cooperation in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space for
the Benefit and in the Interest of all States, Taking into Particular Account the Needs of
Developing Countries, UNGA Res. 51/122, of 13 December 1996; UN Doc. AfRES/51/122.
17) Cf. e.g., on the international level, the Rome Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft
to Third Parties on the Surface, Rome, done 7 October 1952, entered into force 4 February 1958;
310 UNTS 181; ATS 1959 No. I; ICAO Doc. 7364; and the Protocol to Amend the Convention
on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the Surface Signed at Rome on 7
October 1952, Montreal, done 23 September 1978, entered into force 25 July 2002; ICAO Doc.
9257.
18) Cf. Art!. I(c), II-V, Liability Convention,
19) See e.g. Art!. I, IV, IX-XII, Outer Space Treaty.
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however, most of the relevant treaties and treaty-like arrangements that saw the
light of day were equally drafted with a similar focus on military or scientific
issues. With respect to the former, the fundamental roles of the Nuclear Test Ban
Treaties20) and the ABM Treaty21) with regard to outer space has often led observers
to include them in the corpus jurisspatialis properly speaking. With respect to the
latter, mention might be made of the International Space Station, developed
primarily as a low-orbiting laboratory for applied science22 ), and the ESA
Convention which established a European Space Agency to make European
cooperation in research and development for space activities more effective and
efficient23).
Outer space, in consequence, was the domain of public actors, essentially states,
and actually a relatively limited number of them, which were moreover either rich,
Western market-economies, or politically driven members of the communist block.
And space law, consequently, was traditionally conceived to consist only of that
limited subset of public international law-rules. Then, however, a paradigm-change
set in over the 80s and 90s as the consequence of several underlying developments.
The increasing orientation on practical, 'down-to-earth' applications, away from
the traditional, government-oriented security and scientific realms, which presented
the main parameter of that paradigm-change, took place in a rather special context,
often involving just one sector-and at the same time such applications were far

20) Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Water,
Moscow, done 5 August 1963, entered into force 10 October 1963; 480 UNTS 43; TIAS 5433;
14 UST 1313; UKTS 1964 No.3; ATS 1963 No. 26; resp. Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,
New York, done 24 September 1996, not yet entered into force; 35 ILM 1439 (1996); S. Treaty
Doc. No. 105-28 (1997).
21) Agreement Between the United States of America and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics on
the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems, Moscow, done 26 May 1972, entered into force
3 October 1972, no longer in effect 13 June 2002; 944 UNTS 13; TIAS 7503; 23 UST 3435.
22) See Agreement among the Government of Canada, Governments of Member States of the European
Space Agency, the Government of Japan, the Government of the Russian Federation, and the
Government of the United States of America concerning Cooperation on the Civil International
Space Station, Washington, done 29 January 1998, entered into force 27 March 2001; Space
Law-Basic Legal Documents, D.II.4; esp. Arl. I.
23) See Arl. II, ESA Convention.
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from exclusively space-oriented. Space turned out to constitute an almost accidental
element, rather than the core element in the activity concerned: if, for
telecommunication purposes, copper-wire cable would offer better and cheaper
services, satellites could readily become discarded to that extent.
The overall result of those developments was that private entities became much
more interested in, and able to conduct, space activities themselves, as opposed
to merely acting as the subcontracted builders of hardware and software
components. The nascent possibilities inherent in satellite communications to
develop into a practically-oriented and commercial key sector of economies in
particular became fully apparent throughout the 80s, and started to spill over into
other space-related domains as well: launching developed into a quasi-commercial
market, and the commercialization of earth observation seemed to lie around the
corner.24) That process of commercialization and privatization moreover continues
to develop to this day, where wealthy individuals visiting the International Space
Station as well as the plans of various companies to offer suborbital tourist flights,
heralds the entry of man into outer space on a purely private basis: on vehicles
privately manufactured, operated by private companies and marketed to private
persons, with no clearly visible public goal or aim in sight.
Consequently, in terms of education 'space law' should no longer be viewed
as a somewhat isolated set of international space treaties and other instruments,
plus some domestic implementation thereof. Its increasing down-to-earth
importance means other principles, norms and rules relevant for at least one
particular branch of space activity, regardless of which particular source they stem
from, come into play for space activities and, in particular, their downstream
applications. Many other legal disciplines than space law properly speaking now
24) Both developments were exemplified by US legislative action to regulate the entry of private
enterprise into those two sectors, by means of the Commercial Space Launch Act, Public Law
98-575, 98th Congress, H.R. 3942, 30 October 1984; 98 Stat. 3055; Space Law-Basic Legal
Documents, KIlL3; and the Land Remote-Sensing Commercialization Act, Public Law 98-365,
98th Congress, H.R. 5155, 17 July 1984; 98 Stat. 451; Space Law-Basic Legal Documents,
E.IlI.4; respectively.
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interfere, sometimes rather fundamentally, with space activities and applications.
Thus, the broader legal environment for telecommunications became relevant
also for satellite communications, such as by the push for privatizing and
liberalizing the telecoms environment and separating the regulatory and operational
functions of the incumbent public operators involved which resulted in a 1997
WTO Agreement on Telecommunications Services. 25 )Other examples concern
satellite remote sensing, where copyrights and other intellectual property rights
regimes were becoming important as offering potential tools for protecting
investments in space capacity, launch services where the Sea Launch consortium
for the first time started to launch from the high seas, bringing issues of the law
of the sea to the fore, and the initiative taken in the context of UNIDROIT to
arrive at a more transparent and coherent global system for the financing of satellites
mentioned before. In Europe, the European Community, then Union, started to
address a number of space-related issues from a specific perspective as well-also
meaning that EC respectively EU law became relevant for those issues, or even
started to address some specific aspects thereof, such as for the European satellite
navigation system Galileo. 26)
From a teaching (and research) perspective, this also meant that the ranks of
the 'space lawyers' started to swell with experts coming from other legal fields
of expertise besides air law, such as the law of international organisations, the
law of regulated industries, the law of the global commons, intellectual property
rights law, the law of the sea, EC/EU law, international trade law, the laws of
international financing, private international law as much as public international

25) Agreement on Telecommunications Services, Geneva, done 15 February 1997, entered into force 5
February 1998; ATS 1998 No.9; 36 ILM 354 (1997). This opened up roughly 90% of the world
telecom markets (in terms of monetary value) also, in principle, to cross-border provision of
commercial satellite services.
26) Cf. e.g. Council Regulation on the establishment of structures for the management of the
European satellite radio-navigation programmes, No. 1321/2004/EC, of 12 July 2004; OJ L 246/1
(2004); Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the further implementation
of the European satellite navigation programmes (EGNOS and Galileo), No. 683/2008/EC, of 9
July 2008; OJ L 196/1 (2008).
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law and so on-plus, of course, most notably telecommunications law.

N. Teaching space law and

telecommunications law
In fact, the combination of space law with telecommunications law in a single
programme, as compared with the combination with air law, makes sense-and in
retrospect has made sense from the beginning-from two fundamental perspectives.
The first perspective concerns the irrefutable fact thatspace activities are
unthinkable without any telecommunicationsbeing involved. Whether it concerns
deep space probes leaving the solar system for science projects, satellites for remote
sensing or navigation, or manned space operations using space shuttles, space
stations or private passenger spacecraft, the use of radio waves to properly conduct
those activities is indispensable-they all, most fundamentally, need interference-free
access to usable radio frequencies.
And indeed, always has the legal framework for dealing with radio frequency
usage, as developed in the context of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU)27), been discussed by the space lawyers, often even considered part of space
law much as, from the lTU perspective, satellite communications forms only one,
27) The ITU, originally constituted as the International Telegraph Union in 1865, since 1992 is based
on the Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union (hereafter ITU Constitution),
Geneva, done 22 December 1992, entered into force 1 July 1994; 1825 UNTS 1; UKTS 1996
No. 24; Cm. 2539; ATS 1994 No. 28; Final Acts of the Additional Plenipotentiary Conference,
Geneva, 1992 (1993), at 1; and the Convention of the International Telecommunication Union
(hereafter lTU Convention), Geneva, done 22 December 1992, entered into force 1 July 1994;
1825 UNTS 1; UKTS 1996 No. 24; Cm. 2539; ATS 1994 No. 28; Final Acts of the Additional
Plenipotentiary Conference, Geneva, 1992 (1993), at 71; most recently both were amended as per
the Instrument amending the Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union of 22
December 1992, as amended 14 October 1994, Minneapolis, done, 6 November 1998, entered into
force 1 January 2000; ATS 2000 No.8; and the Instrument amending the Convention of the
International Telecommunication Union of 22 December 1992, as amended 14 October 1994,
Minneapolis, done, 6 November 1998, entered into force 1 January 2000; ATS 2000 No.8.
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relatively minor point of the scope of activities.
This legal framework, already prior to satellites becoming a potential part of
a telecommunication network, basically offered a two-step, alternatively three-step
process for trying to ensure on an international level efficient, fair and
interference-free enjoyment of radio frequencies.
As the first step, actual decisions regarding the use of frequency spectrum are
taken at World (Administrative) Radio Conferences (W(A)RCs) with reference to
types of services-the 'allocation' of frequency bands. 28 ) 'Allocation' is defIned here
as destining a frequency band "for the purpose of its use by one or more terrestrial
or space radiocommunication services or the radio astronomy service under
specifIed conditions".29)
As the second step, states may then apply for use of frequencies and attendant
slots or orbits. After a procedure of 'advanced publication', that is the fIling of
a proposal for a satellite system and extended coordination with affected operators,
'allotment' takes place of the frequencies and attendant slots or orbits. 'Allotment'
is dermed here as the "entry of a designated frequency channel in an agreed plan,
(...) for use by one or more Administrations for a terrestrial or space communication
service in one or more (...) countries or (...) areas")O) "Administrations" in this
context unambiguously refers to states)l) Allotment of frequencies to a specifIc
Administration for a specifIc proposed satellite system then leads to inclusion in
the Master Register, in theory at least guaranteeing to the intended user
interference-free usage of those frequencies.
If it is the state itself which will operate the telecommunication system thus
coordinated, the process stops here, after two steps. If, however, the process

28)
29)

See Art. 13, ITU Constitution; Art. 7, also Art. 9, lTV Convention.
Section 1.16, Radio Regulations.
30) Section 1.17, Radio Regulations.
31) See Annex to the ITU Constitution, first bullet: "Administration: Any governmental department or
service responsible for discharging the obligations undertaken in the Constitution of the
International Telecommunication Union, in the Convention of the International Telecommunication
Union and in the Administrative Regulations".
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concerns a system to be operated by a non-state operator, whether this concerns
an intergovernmental organization or a private operator, a third step is necessary:
that of 'assignment'. Since neither intergovernmental organization nor private
operator has autonomous standing in requesting the use and coordination of
frequencies, the state acting as sponsoring state of the intergovernmental
organisation respectively authorising the private operator has to be allotted those.
In tum, it then has to 'assign' those to the intergovernmental organisation or private

operator concerned. 'Assignment' of a radio frequency or radio frequency channel
is defmed here as the "authorization given by an Administration for a radio station
to use a radio frequency or by an Administration for a radio station to use a radio
frequency or radio frequency channel under specified conditions",32)
As soon as satellites came into the picture, it was only a matter of logic (plus
expertise and efficiency) for the lTV to deal with satellite frequencies along the
same lines and in the same manner-as was made clear by inclusion reference to
"space" in the above quotes: space frequencies have the same potential not only
to interfere with each other, but also to interfere with terrestrial frequencies. Thus,
already at the WARC of 1959 the first frequency bands were allocated to space
communications, at the time considered as a single service to be distinguished from
various other, terrestrial telecommunication services.
Four years later, the rapid development of space activities made it necessary
to dedicate a special WARC, the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference
(EARC 1963), to space. Here, in terms of filing for orbital frequencies (and, if
not de jure at least de jacto, orbital slots), the principle of 'first come, first served'
was introduced, meaning that the frrst to file for a particular frequency-cum-orbital
slot would be entitled to the usage of both. Also, procedures were drafted for the
actual process of filing, consultation and coordination the use of frequencies and
orbital slots.
Within eight years, another such WARC (W ARC 1971) specifically dedicated
32) Section 1.18, Radio Regulations.
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to space became necessary. There, new frequency bands were made available to
the burgeoning space communications sector, which moreover was now divided
into three types of services: Fixed Satellite Services (FSS), Mobile Satellite Services
(MSS) and Direct Broadcasting Services(DBS), sometimes labelled Broadcasting
Satellite Services (BSS), each with their ownsets of different allocated slots and
frequency bands.
On DBS moreover, at the WARC of 1971 a discussion developed whether the
'fIrst come, fIrst served' principle was justifIed when it could mean that developing
states might fInd all relevant frequencies already being in use by the time they
might be ready for launching their own satellite. 33) This discussion led to a fIrst
compromise at the Plenipotentiary Conference of 1973, where both effIcient and
economic use (as represented by 'fIrst come, fIrst served') versus equitable access
(as represented by the development of a priori plans reserving a certain amount
of slots) were confmned as being key principles in lTV's coordination process.The
compromise was further elaborated at the WARC of 1977 where such plans were
developed for two out of the three regions in which lTV had divided the world,34)
Similar discussions raged at the WARC-ORB 1985, "ORB" standing for "orbit",
where also for FSSsome frequency bands were allocated for a priori-allotment
purposes. At the WARC 1987, the first frequency bands were allocated to MSS,
whilst at the WARC-ORB 1988 some frequency bands and slots were reserved
for some groups of states, while 'frrst come, fIrst served' continued to be applicable
to other parts of the spectrum for FSS.
The story of WARCs paying specifIc attention to space communications issues,

33) It may be noted that DBS, politically the most sensitive telecommunication sector at the time,
was also dealt with by means of a UN Resolution (Principles Governing the Use by States of
Artificial Earth Satellites for International Direct Television Broadcasting, UNGA Res. 37/92, of
10 December 1982; UN Doc. NAC.105/572/Rev.l, at 39.), where a similar dichotomy between
the interests of the developed states and those of developing states was critically at play.
34) Europe and Africa formed one lTU region (being accessible from the same part of the
geostationary orbit), Asia and the Americas the other two; whereas in the Americas the principle
of 'first come, first served' remained in tact, in the two other regions it was mitigated to
accommodate the concerns of the developing states.
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and hencebeing part of the space law domain as taught and researched by the
space lawyers, continued until today. For example in 1992, with the expected arrival
of a number of Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite systems still more frequency bands
were made available for space communications, indeed for the first time including
non-geostationary frequencies and orbit, whereas the expected arrival of more
global navigation satellite systems caused the ITU member states at the WARCs
of 2000 and 2003 to allocate more frequency bands to such future systems.
Final proof of the relevance of the ITU regime for space activities of any kind
is also the continuing fundamental attention being paid in the Legal Subcommittee
of UNCOPUOS to developments taking place in the ITU context, and to address
matters such as the status of the geostationary orbit in close coordination and
cooperation with the ITU mechanisms, to the extent these were able to act as
policy-setting bodies.
The second perspective from which a combination of space law and
telecommunications law arises as quite logical becomes clear when one realises
that satellite communications, as one particular set of space activities, constitutes
both the earliest practical use of satellites and space as such and, still as of today,
represents the most developed, economically valuable, commercialised and
privatised use.
COMSAT, the national US precursor of INTELSAT, was established as early
as 196235), and within eight years it was considered necessary to declare the
licensing regime for private telecommunication operators under the 1934
Communications Act 36) applicable also to private satellite communication operator
s37), INTELSAT itself at its intergovernmental zenith of 2000, on the eve of its
privatisation, counted 143 member states (with some 60 more making occasional
use of the system) and operated a fleet of eighteen satellites-after having given
35) By means of the Communications Satellite Act, Public Law 87-624, 87th Congress, H.R. 11040,
31 August 1962; 76 Stat. 419; as amended 1978; Space Law-Basic Legal Documents, E.III.2.
36) Communications Act, 19 June 1934; 47 U.S.c. lSI (1988); 48 Stat. 1064.
37) As per Communications Satellite Facilities, First Report and Order, 22 FCC 2d 86 (1970), Appendix
C, p. 1.
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six to the recently branched-off New Skies Satellites; INMARSAT at thesame
moment counting 87 member states operating a fleet of ten satellites.
Consequently, also, satellite communications was the first sector becoming
subjected to a global trade regime, as exemplified by the aforementioned Agreement
on Telecommunications Services of 1994. These global developments were
certainly reflective of developments also in the two areas of the world where the
bulk of privatised communications, including telecommunications, activities were
undertaken: the United States and Europe,38)
Tellingly, furthermore, one of the major new applications of space that has arisen
in recent years, the downstream and partly commercial use of satellite navigation
signals and services, is looking largely at telecommunications law for guidance
on how to build a proper legal framework for those activities-certainly now that
it is increasingly becoming clear that aviation is but one of the many transport
and non-transport sectors interested in the benefits timing, positioning and
navigation information generated through satellites can bring (and not a major one
at that, anymore). For example in the context of Galileo, the impending European
satellite navigation system, discussions pertaining to such issues as liabilities and
service guarantees usually refer to the way those issues are dealt with in
telecommunications law, satellites used for telecommunications being the closest
analogy to satellites used for timing, positioning and navigation.
These developments also converged in the opportunities for a career in 'space
law' after finalising a programme of higher education. With the global
telecommunications industry representing a net value of an estimated US$ 1.3
trillion per year, as compared to the estimated US$ 180 billion for the global space
industry, the chances for a graduate from such a space law programme to find
38) In the US context, one should note e.g. the Open-market Reorganization for the Betterment of
International Telecommunications Act, Public Law 106-180, l06th Congress, 17 March 2000
(referred to as ORBIT Act); in Europe, the first piece of fundamental legislation on privatised
satellite communications was enunciated already in 1994 with the Commission Directive amending
Directive 88/301/EEC and Directive 9O/388/EEC in particular with regard to satellite
communications, 94/46/EC, of 13 October 1994; OJ L 268/15 (1994).
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an interesting job, certainly not the least of wornes of students today, is
considerably enhanced-and also makes it more likely that

if opportunities in the

specific field of space law open up he/she would be able to compete for those
better than with an alternate background of air law.
It was partly with this in mind, that the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL)

in 2008 started its Space and Telecommunications LL.M. Programme39), becoming
the first US and indeed worldwide postgraduate programme in space and
telecommunications law-and this approach was very much validated in that, in spite
of the severe economic crisis also hitting the space sector, the Original Seven LL.M.
candidates, graduating in 2009, have all found interesting jobs within a few months
after graduation.
Once the programme kicked off moreover, another feature of space and
telecommunications law stood out as a hybrid-and very important-sector where the
combination of both makes a lot of sense: cyber law. Cyber law, as it is taught
as part of the UNL programme, is essentially the law on the electronic domain
of the world-wide web and all the electronic devices somehow linked to it. While
it is thus, on the one hand, a clear manifestation of using electronic hardware,
software, services, concepts and approaches in the context of telecommunications,
it is on the other hand legally speaking essentially a non-physical, (almost) virtual
realm with physical gateways-and thereby very similar to outer space, which for
all but a very few is beyond physical experience, but where everyone may be
impacted through the terrestrial gateways.
Although the comparison between cyber law and outer space law has not really
been analysed in great detail-this will be an interesting future research domain
for programmes like the UNL one!-it is already clear that the difficulty in allocating
certain acts to certain national jurisdictions, as the primary tool to provide for legal
controls, limitations, checks and balances, is apparent in both cyber law and space
law; both are in a very fundamental sense outside of the direct legal grasp of states
39) See for more information http://spaceandtelecomlaw.unl.edu/home.
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and their public authorities.
In short: space law and telecommunications law, as the twin prongs of the UNL
LL.M. programme, make for a very interesting combination from all perspectives:
their complex and multi-faceted relationship and interaction in the real world, the
educational complementarities and overlaps, the job opportunities and, not least,
the challenges they both pose for tomorrow's globalised society. Thus, programmes
combining space law and telecommunications law are new stars in the firmament
of space law teaching, complementing the traditional air and space law programmes.
And even as the United States is the foremost country in the world in terms both
of space and of telecommunications, there is no escaping the international character
of both fields, including their various legal aspects: UNL's programme
consequently

both

addresses

international

law

and

solicits

international

students-hopefully soon including students of Professor Doo-Hwan Kim.
Happy Birthday!

